THE SCALE COUNT OF HUMAN HAIR Joseph Beemant
In an article which recently appeared in this Journal, Gamble and Kirk' listed and statistically analysed their results of the scale counts of thirty-nine samples of human crown hair. They stated: "It seems reasonably definite that a single hair is nearly always representative of all the hairs of the head, provided that enough counts are taken to eliminate the normal variation of scales from point to point along the hair"; and "The scale count mean differs significantly from individual to individual." In their summary they further state: "Both factors (scale count mean and ranges) have a definite and individual value in eliminating suspected hair identities."
In attempting to reproduce their findings, results were obtained which were somewhat at variance with those of the given authors. Seventeen samples of human crown hair were taken from the same area of the head, sixteen random individuals being utilized. The hairs were washed in alcohol-ether and dry mounted beneath a coverslip. Using an 8 mm. objective, the stationary crosspiece of a filar micrometer was aligned in the center of the hair and parallel to the long axis of the hair. The number of scales between two given On the basis of these observations it is the author's opinion that the scale count of a single human crown hair is neither representative of all the hairs of that individual, nor does the scale count differ significantly from individual to individual. We feel that the value of the scale count in eliminating or "individualizing" an evidence hair with one from the suspect is to be seriously questioned. The scale count of a single given hair appears to be relatively constant.
from each individual, and increasing the number of counts per individual would not reduce the amount of variation between maximum and minimum values.]
